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Nest Aware continuously records what’s happening, 
24/7 for up to 30 days.1 You can scan through your entire 
video history – not just clips – to see what you missed. 
You’ll also get alerts when your Nest Cam spots a 
person. Or when Nest Cam IQ or Nest Hello spots a 
familiar face.2

Save up to 50% on Nest Aware for additional Nest Cams.

Activity Zones
Create Activity Zones around important 
areas, like cribs or windows, and get special 
alerts when motion or a person is detected 
there. Or if your Nest Cam detects a door, 
it can automatically create an Activity Zone 
for you.

Clips
Turn any part of your video history into a clip 
or timelapse you can share. Send police clips 
of suspicious activity. Or share cute clips of 
your baby or pet with friends and family.

Video history
See what happened with up to 30 days 
of video history and 24/7 continuous 
recording. Scan through your entire video 
history, not just clips. And watch key 
moments in the Nest app and even share 
video clips.

Intelligent alerts
Nest Aware algorithms can tell a person from 
a thing and can even recognize the sound of 
a person talking or a dog barking.3 If you have 
a Nest Cam IQ or Nest Hello, you already have 
person alerts. Nest Aware can make them 
even better with familiar face alerts, so you’ll 
get a noti�cation if your camera sees a family 
member – or a stranger.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

FEATURES

1 Video streaming, recording and mobile noti�cations require a working Wi-Fi connection. 
2 Familiar face alerts are not available on cameras used in Illinois
3 Intelligent audio alerts are not available on Nest Hello.

24/7 continuous recording Intelligent alerts Clips and timelapses Activity Zones

5-day video history

5 days

$5 a month
$50 a year
save $10

10-day video history

10 days

$10 a month
$100 a year
save $20

30-day video history

30 days

$30 a month
$300 a year
save $60


